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YouRNI: Integration of young refugees
“Using mobile devices
leading to better language acquisition
and relevant career guidance”

YouRNI News 6: December 2018
Dear partners
As a project coordinator, I ask myself as John Lennon once did:
So this is Christmas and what have you done?
Another year over, a new one just begun.
And so this is Christmas, I hope you have fun
The near and the dear ones, the old and the young.
A very merry Christmas and a happy new year
Let's hope it's a good one without any fears.

Well, for the YouRNI-project 2018 has been good year where project results were put into practice:
YouRNI’s learning package is used and evaluated in the classroom in all participating countries,
and the network of teachers initiated by the project is still growing.
In December 2018, mixed groups of teachers and labour market experts from partner countries
contributed to the training activity C6 in Karlsruhe. Participants spent one day at Komzet Bau Bühl,
a competence centre in construction and building for initial and further training. They learned about
the institution’s concept when it comes to teaching apprentices and refugees, discussing various
issues with teachers, management staff and refugees. Special thanks to Eva Götz from Seminar
Karlsruhe and Frank Hassler from Komzet Bau Bühl for hosting the YouRNI group on this very
special occasion.
For more information, follow us on http://www.yourni.eu/
The next meeting scheduled is the final project conference in Istanbul in May 2019, and our whole
team is looking forward to this very special event, hosted by our friends from Istanbul University.
Thanks to all of you for showing your interest in the YouRNI project.
Merry Christmas and a happy New Year to all of you.
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